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Figure 1:Figure 1: Polarised, cold neutrons with a wavelength Polarised, cold neutrons with a wavelength λλ precessprecess
in a target with polarised nuclei. The precession angle in a target with polarised nuclei. The precession angle φφ* * isis
proportional to proportional to thethe spinspin--dependentdependent scatteringscattering lengthlength bbii and and thethe
targettarget polarisation polarisation PP..

Figure 2:Figure 2: Scheme of RamseyScheme of Ramsey’’s technique of separated s technique of separated 
oscillating fields (above) and typical Ramsey patterns: frequencoscillating fields (above) and typical Ramsey patterns: frequency y 
scan with an scan with an unpolarisedunpolarised target (black) and a polarised target target (black) and a polarised target 
(red).(red).

N: polarised neutron beam            
M: wavelength selector                    
S: polarised sample
P: pole pieces of the magnet 
C’,C’’: π/2-RF-spin flippers                 
A: spin analysing bender               
D: neutron detector

The doublet neutronThe doublet neutron--deuteron scattering length deuteron scattering length bb2,d2,d is a crucial input parameter for novel is a crucial input parameter for novel 
effective field theories at low energies. The value of effective field theories at low energies. The value of bb2,d2,d can be obtained via a linear can be obtained via a linear 
combination of the spincombination of the spin--independent independent ndnd scattering length scattering length bbc,dc,d and the spinand the spin--dependent one, dependent one, 
bbi,di,d. The latter is so far limiting the total accuracy and shall be . The latter is so far limiting the total accuracy and shall be determined in this determined in this 
experimentexperiment at the polarised cold neutron at the polarised cold neutron beamlinebeamline FUNSPIN at PSI. The goal is to achieve FUNSPIN at PSI. The goal is to achieve 
thereby a relative accuracy of thereby a relative accuracy of bb2,d2,d of better than 1%. of better than 1%. 

Neutrons see a spinNeutrons see a spin--dependent potential dependent potential 
passing through a target containing polarised passing through a target containing polarised 
nuclei. This pseudomagnetic effect causes a nuclei. This pseudomagnetic effect causes a 
neutron spin precession with a precession neutron spin precession with a precession 
angle angle φφ* proportional to * proportional to bbii (Figure 1). An ideal (Figure 1). An ideal 
method to determine this precession angle method to determine this precession angle 
very accurately is  Ramseyvery accurately is  Ramsey‘‘s atomic beam s atomic beam 
technique, adapted to neutrons (Figure 2).technique, adapted to neutrons (Figure 2).

Figure 3:Figure 3: Dilution refrigerator, Dilution refrigerator, deuterateddeuterated plastic target plastic target 
((øø=5mm) with NMR=5mm) with NMR--coil in targetcoil in target--holder and vacuum nose of the holder and vacuum nose of the 
cryostat between the pole pieces of the 2.5 Tesla magnet.cryostat between the pole pieces of the 2.5 Tesla magnet.

The targets are thin The targets are thin deuterateddeuterated plastic discs plastic discs 
matching the beam spot size. They are placed matching the beam spot size. They are placed 
inside a target cell filled with liquid inside a target cell filled with liquid 44He, He, 
which is thermally anchored to the mixing which is thermally anchored to the mixing 
chamber of a chamber of a 33HeHe--44He dilution refrigerator He dilution refrigerator 
which reaches a base temperature of about which reaches a base temperature of about 
100mK (Figure 3). 100mK (Figure 3). This ensures long relaxation This ensures long relaxation 
times of the nuclear polarisation in the sample.times of the nuclear polarisation in the sample.
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TheThe nuclearnuclear polarisation of polarisation of thethe protonsprotons and and 
deuteronsdeuterons in in thethe samplesample isis achievedachieved using the using the 
technique of dynamic nuclear polarisation technique of dynamic nuclear polarisation 
(DNP). The degree of polarisation is (DNP). The degree of polarisation is measuredmeasured
byby cwcw NMR NMR employingemploying a a QQ--metermeter withwith a a lowlow
temperaturetemperature resonantresonant circuitcircuit..

Neutron spin precession in samples Neutron spin precession in samples 
of polarised nucleiof polarised nuclei
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